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against solicitor referrals to non-independent advisers

The past decade has seen an increase in the use of
alternative indexing or 'smart beta' products

Maintaining independence
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law firms' clients. Firms must
always act in the best interests
FTSE 100 dominates the 250 claims of performance relative oftheir clients. This means that
and, (as per my index concen
to a standard index - merely they must refer clients to inde
tration comments a few articles that it gives 'the end investor a pendent financial advisers for
ago), a few mega caps dominate defined set of exposures to a investment advice."
the whole 350, and so diversifi
market.
The underlying principles
cation, when so 'watered down'
For an investor without a have been carried forward in the
by this large cap dominance, belief in active management, solicitors' code of conduct 2011,
does not seem worthwhile.
such smart beta products might principle 1.3 of which states:
Perhaps, therefore, a different be a better option, or at least a "You must not allow your inde
good complement to standard pendence to be compromised",
approach makes sense. Equal
weighted indices typically create index replication. My favourite while principle 1.4 reads: "You
example is the Standard & must act in the best interests of
a higher level ofabsolute volatil
ity, since they assign greater Poor's Dividend Aristocrats each client". However, the July
weights to smaller capitalisa
index, available to investors as 2009 guidance on client refer
tion, and generally higher vola
an exchange-traded fund. This rals is under review in the light
tility, na.mes than a index invests in an equal
of the revised stance ofthe FSA
capitalisation-weighted index. weighted portfolio of stocks on independence, and the board
An equal-weighted FTSE 350 from the S&P 500 that have of the SRA is due to meet on 4
index, for example, would have consistently grown their divi
July to decide whether the guid
just under 0.3 per cent in each dends for the past 25 years. The ance should be carried forward.
stock - a very large underweight methodology is simple and
The FSA's re-definition of
to the mega caps, but a very transparent, the performance of independence, which will be
large overweight to the lower this index is impressive, and operative from 1 January 2013
end of mid-caps. Such a passive there are lengthy periods in his
as a result of the retail distribu
strategy wo:uld certainly over
tory where investors would be tion review, will place greater
come the ~ega cap bias and better having an allocation to emphasis on the need for inde
narrow focus of traditional this index rather than the pendent advisers to be able to
indexing, but would also have a broader, but less selective, S&P advise clients on a comprehen
level of absolute volatility that 500. There are many other sive range of retail investment
some investors would find 'smart beta' products, and hope
products, and this has given rise
uncomfortable.
fully a gTowing number ofthese to concerns that some IFAs
will become available as ETFs might relinquish independent
Definition
to enable investors to access status in favour of the alterna
The alternative is to get smarter. them simply and at low cost.
tive, which the FSA now refers
The past decade or so has seen
Even once the decision to to as restricted advice. This has
an increase in the popularity of invest passively has been made, provided the cue for some
alternative indexing, or 'smart the methodology for achieving national financial services sales
beta' products. I would point this passive exposure needs to organisations, which are cur
out that some products are be carefully considered. Large rently excluded from solicitors'
dressed up as smart beta when cap passive indices may not be referrals, to suggest that there
they are actually just low-risk the best solution, and each mar
may be insufficient IFAs to ser
quantitatively-based active ket should be considered on a vice solicitors' needs after 1 Jan
strategies. My definition of case-by-case basis to assess uary20l3.
smart beta is strictly determin
whether a conventional, equal
Such fears - or hopes, as far as
istic products that purchase weighted (if available) or smart the multi-ties are concerned 
stocks with certain characteris
beta approach is more appro
have now been largely allayed.
tics and construct portfolios in a priate. Making an active deci
The FSA issued a guidance con
fixed process that can and is sion about your passive strategy sultation 12/3 in February to
explained to the client - and not will help to deliver the best out
provide reassurance in relation
a 'black box' quantitative come.
to the 'whole ofmarket' require
approach that claims to add
ment. At the April 2012 Solici
value. Indeed, perhaps the best James Bateman is head of
tors for Independent Financial
definition of true alternative manager selection in Fidelity's
Advice conference an FSA offi
cial stated that the City watch
indexing is that it makes no Investment Solutions Group

Being smart wit h passive can
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here might well be
more than one
way to skin a cat (I
have not tried),
but there is cer
tainly more than
one way to go 'pas
sive'.
As a reader kindly noted in
the letters pages recently, there
is no reason why investors
. should be subject to a variant of
Mr Ford's "any colour as long as
it's black". If I want to invest in
the UK stock market, the choice
should not be limited to the
FTSE 100 through full replica
tion, the FTSE 100 through
sampling, or the FTSE 100
through swaps. All give you,
with differing risks, basically the
same exposure, and therefore
do not offer a real choice.
There are reasons why sim
plistic passive products are pop
ular, although some of these
have more to do with what is
beneficial for the providers than
what is helpful for the client. A
FTSE 100 tracker, for example,
is very simple to create - even a
full replication product needs to
only buy 100 highly-liquid
names. While UK stamp duty
does make full replication indi
ces for the UK market more
expensive, the profit margins on
any passive product only track
ing 100 names can be very high.
Importantly, liquidity also
means that the product is very
scaleable - many billions of
assets can be readily invested.
Since capacity is often one ofthe
major constraints on active
management's profitability that is, funds closing to protect
performance impedes growth in
profitability - large cap indexing
is unsurprisingly attractive from
a potential growth ofprofit per
spective.
If an investor really wants
exposure to, say, UK equities,
would it not make more sense to
have broader market exposure?
The composition of the FTSE
250 mid cap index is very differ
ent to its FTSE 100 large cap
brother. Why not a FTSE 350
tracker? They do exist, although
interestingly, in my experience,
tend to be less popular. Perhaps
one of the reasons is that the

Sita is campaigning for the retention ofprohibition

dog's expectation was that the
great majority of IFAs would
remain independent. This
chimed with the comment by
ex-FSA director David Severn in
the Apri12012 edition ofMoney
Management magazine. He
said that "although described as
new there is much that is similar
to the existing standards on
independence. It is therefore
difficult to understand those
who claim that the standards
will be difficult to meet:'
Current predictions.are that
at least 80 per cent ofIFAs will
remain independent. .

Prohibition
The firms which have a vested
interest in the restricted advice
model, and will doubtless argue
for an end to the current prohi
bition, are the national firms
and groupings which are able to
secure increased profit margins
through the volume deals they
are able to arrange with product
providers. They are essentially
sales organisations, and the
advice of their salesmen is con
flicted by the financial impera
tive to sell product. An example
of the way in which clients can
be disadvantaged by this busi
ness model, and solicitors them
selves have been seriously
disadvantaged, is Equitable
Life.
Independence is a core tenet
of the legal profession, and the
only apparent reason why the
SRA might consider abandon
ing the requirement is that the
Association of Private Client
Investment Managers and
Stockbrokers has argued that its
members, most ofwhom advise
principally on and arrange secu
rities portfolios, might wish on
occasion to include in their
portfolios retail investment
products on which they are not
qualified to advise. However

there would seem to be no good
reason why anyone who advises
on such products should not be
required to obtain the same
qualification and be subject to
the same whole of market
requirement as the IFAs for
whom these products are the
principal investment media. It
is of course likely that some
multi-tied product providers
are lurking among the Apcims
membership.
The FSA has taken the view
that, in the interests of consum
ers, a distinction needs to be
made between advice that is
independent and advice that is
influenced by third-party rela
tionships. It would be highly
ironic if the SRA, the supposed
guardian of solicitors' profes
sional standards, was to ignore
the distinction. It would open
the door to the profession
becoming a tool of the product
providers, who might even buy
law firms as a respectable cover
for the sale of their products,
with likely serious consequences
for the solicitors' compensation
fund. It would also represent a
sad rebuffto the many IFAs who
have remodelled their business
proposition on a fee-based pro
fessional basis so as to be able to
work with solicitors, comple
menting and enhancing solici
tors' own client services as the
profession moves into the mul
ti-disciplinary era.
IFAs are urged to write to the
chairman of the board of the
SRA registering their support
for the retention of the prohibi
tion against solicitor referrals to
non-independents. Please write
to: Charles Plant, chairman,
Solicitors Regulation Authority,
Ipsley Court, Berrington Close,
Redditch B98 OTD.
Ian Muirhead is director of
Solicitors for Independent
Financial Advice
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